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The Novels of William Eastlake
Delbert E. Wylder
'.

•

IT SEEMS TO BE A MAXIM in the publishing industry that -all books
written about that territory west of Kansas City and east of the California state line are to be caned "Westerns," and that they shall all be
treated in very much the same manner. Usually it is their fate to go
from a first hardbound edition to paperback and then to be forgotten
completely. The lesser ones start out in paperback. Newspaper reviewers write a paragraph or two about them. Literary critics do not
bother with them. Like the stereotyped television gunslinger, the
novel with a Western setting can seldom live down its reputation. On
occasion, one does-for example Walter Van Tilburg Clark's The OxBow Incident....:.and for a time it is treated by critics and the reading
public as "literature," but a sudden rash of movies and TV dram~s
about lynchings soon destroys, or at least tarnishes, the reputation qf
a successful work. In a sense, it is unfortunate that all'three of William Eastlake's novels have been set in the West, more specifically the
Southwest, even more specifically New Mexico and the surrounding
areas. Go In Beauty and The Bronc People have gone ·the way of all
"Westerns" and are at present out-of-print. Eastlake's most recent
novel, Portrait of an Artist with Twenty-six Horses, also is set in New
Mexico and unfortunately may follow the same pattern despite its
delightful title-unfortunately, because Eastlake's novels are neither
the stereotyped 'Westerns," nor are they regional Southwestern novels any more than William Faulkner's novels are "Southern" or regional novels of the South.
Just as Faulkner'created his Yoknapatawpha County out of the area
surrounding Oxford, Mississippi, William Eastlake is creating a fictional area in the "Checkerboard" region of the. Navajo reservation
and its adjacent a.reas in northern New Mexico. His characters live
and die in a physical setting that often has dominated the works of
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lesser writers 7 turning their expressions into regionalistic descriptions.
D. H. Lawrence once received a letter from Leo Stein which described
the New Mexico landscape as the most Uaesthetically satisfyin~7 he
knew7and Lawrence commented in an article for Survey Graphic that
"To me it was much more than that. It had a splendid silentterror7
and a vast far-and-wide magnificence which made it way beyond mere
aesthetic appreciation. Never is the light more pure and overweening
than there7 arching with a' royalty almost cruel over the hollow, uptilted world. For it is curious. that the land which had produced mddem political democracy at its highest pitch should give one the greatest sense of overweenin~ terrible proudness and mercilessness; b~t so
beautiful, Godl so beautifull H
It is a dangerous country for novelists. Because of its very magnitude, its terror, its magn#icence, its beauty7 its fascinating history, and
its mingling of cultures, it has a tendency to overpower the artist. He
becomes so involved with the uromanceH of the country or its history
or its people that his r~ulting work can be thought of only as regional
-as "local color 7-literature. But this is not true of Eastlake and his
novels. Eastlake is a writer who, like the Ernest Hemingway of The
Sun Also Rises and A Farewell to Arms, keeps a tight ~ein on his materials7 using phy'sical descriptions to suggest or enIJrge ideological
content. He uses7 then7 the New Mexico landscape7 history7'and people not for ornament but for the enhancement of meaning. Reading
Eastlake7 one is always aware of the d~ert, the mesa, the mountain,
the Sky7 in all their color and beauty7' their proudness and mercilessness7but one is also aware that they may be the symbol of "home/' or
of the "cradleHor the ucoffinH of civilization.
It is not by accident that Faulkner and Hemingway have been mentioned, for Eastlake appears to have been shaped by both writers. His
first novel, Go In Beauty, shows the Hemingway influence at its
strongest. But a word about influences. One should remember that
Hemingway himself said in Green Hills of Africa that a "classicH can
"steal from anything that it is better than. . . . HThis is not to suggest
that Go In Beauty is a uclassicH (The Bronc People, yes), nor that
Eastlake is guilty of theft. It is only that Eastlake has adapted some of
the Hemingway and Faulkner techniques to his oWn purposes and has
made them his own.
Go In Beauty :is,~":rather exceptional first novel. It is the story of
the Bowmans, Alexander and George, and the sibling rivalry that
eventually leads to Mexander's destruction. Alexander, a writer, sins
.
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by commission-he runs away with George's wife, Perrete. Having become successful as a writer through his stories of the "Indian Country," he gradually deteriorates, both as writer and man, until, in quiet
desperation, he places himself in position to be murdered. George, the
trader, is as guilty, though his sin is one of omission. Unable to understand, accept, and forgive-partly because of his own guilt following a
childhood incident-he tries again and again unsuccessfully ~te
the letter that would bring Alexander "home." But it is the mystic
interrelationship between man's sins and nature that proves most interesting in the novel. Both sins are against the land. The prediction
of the Navajo medicine man, Paracelsus, that a "theft" will cause a
drouth, and the drouth that results, are central to the novel. Although
there are chapters devoted to the satirical treatment of modem society, .
the 1mood 9f Greek tragedy is felt as an undercurrent" throughout the
novel-a mood which Lawrence had felt, and which Eastlake creates
through his treatment of the land and the oracle-like Paracelsus.
Eastlake's second, most ambitious, and most successful novel is The
Bronc People. From the opening pages, with the description of the
Circle Heart herd and the rifle fight between the white owner of the
Circle Heart and the Negro owner of the new Circle R over the fencing-in of water, symbolism extends the meaning of the localized incidents into universals of the condition of man. Two Indians watch
quietly from the rocks as the men fire at one another, the Negro from
his house, the white man "from behind a sandstone concretion,almost
round, that had come down from the Eocene cliff that circled around
and made all of the firing echo." The shots echo from Eocene cliffs,
thus enlarging symbolically this battle into the battles of all men, for
Eocene figuratively refers to the earliest era and is specifically an epoch
in the period when the mammals became the dominant animal. The
Indians watch passively, for their war aheady has been lost. They discuss the philosophical aspects of war-of whether anyone ever knows
what wars are all about-concluding that, "As long as people are involved they're about something." They question the white man hidden in the rocks below them, wanting to know, in the first place, why
he is firing, and second, why he doesn't fire faster. His first answef is
that he wants to "get away" with his cattle. His answer to the second
question introduces a concept that is reinforced later on a larger scale.
"You've lost your nerve?" one of the Indians asked.
"I don't want to hurt anyone down there."
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"Then why are you firing the gun?"
"So he does not fire at me."
The two Indians looked at each other.
"Ob," they said.

.

Later, it is the reader who thinks "Oh," when two boys ride high
into the mountains overlooking Los Alamos, and one suggests a shortcut.
"Why don't we just go over the top there? It would save time."
"No, they got her all fenced off. They got a secret city up there."
"Secret city?"
"Yeah."
"Los Alamos?"
''Yeab.''
''To blow up the world?"
''Yeab. It's before somebody else does it."

Eastlake's technique of the parallel treatment of isolated incidents
focuses attention on m~g, and is one main reason for the tightness
of structure of the novel.
The Indians decide something about the gun fight and its relationship to man. One says, "I think this was about water. I think it was
important to us before the white man came and the same thing is stillthe same and everything is still the same."
Perhaps no other concept reveals more adequately Eastlake's break
With modern "objective naturalists" than his concept of time. It is a
break from the "traditional" objective handling of sequential events
into a recognition of both the reality of the ~ontinuum and also the
validity of the subjective or Romantic treatment of the moment as
forever-that everything which is, has been and will be, is now. It is a
concept of time that ~aulkner expressed in the interview published in
The Paris Review as t'my own theory that time is a fluid condition
which has no existence except in the momentary avatars of individual
people. There is no such thing as was-only is." It is a Kantian concept of time that recalls transcendentalists- Emerson, Thoreau, and
Melville. Emerson in Nature tells us that if we are capable of seeing
the nature of justice and truth, "We become immortal, for we learn
that time and space are relations of matter; that, with a perception of
truth, or a vjrtuous will, they have no affinity." In The Bronc People,
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the Indian, My Prayer, goes on to explain, when talking about a
flower, "They call everything by a different name but it's the same
thing. And they call everything by a different time but it's the same
time. Everything repeats. It would be no different if everything in
every language and every time was called Cowboy's Delight."
But this concept is most successfully handled through description. '
For example, when some Indians, with Sant and Alastair, ride down
an incline: "The mesa here was eroding away in five giant steps that
descended down to the floor of the valley where the abandoned hogan
lay. Each of the five steps clearly marked about twenty million years
in time. In other words, they had been laid down twenty million years
apart, and were so marked by unique coloration and further marked
by the different fossil animals found in each. It took the four boys
about twenty minutes to descend these one hundred'million years but
they didn't think that was very good going." Two pages later, theyIdecide to increase the pace. "They went down together and at once,
creating a stonn, a tornado of ageless dust, a hundred million years in
outrage, that followed them all the way down to the level of the Indians." And here, of course, is the continuum of individual action
within all time, not discussed in dialogue or stated directly, but impli- •
cit in the description of action.
There are other Romantic elements to Eastlake's novels, for example, his use of what Jungian critics might call archetypal symbols
to suggest or to explore the mythic consciousness of the human race.
Little Sant Bowman, son of the owner of the Circle Heart, is at the
rodeo. Traditional to the cowboy, the rodeo is the traditional and symbolic expression of a way of life. Like the Olympic games of ancient
Greece, it is the place where only the best compete. Or perhaps it
might be likened to the Roman arena before it was corrupted. And
certainly it may be compared to the bullfight, traditiona' and meaningful to the Spaniards. Or, it is as meaningful as the annual hunt in
Faulkner's "The Bear." The primitive but religious nature of the rodeo is suggested in a description of one of the events. ''"What they did
with these was to put a clutch of pigs in a pickup truck out at one end
of the field, then all the horse-mounted men came hell for leather, dismounted, grabbed a greased pig, remounted, held the flashing object
high, like Montezuma's men the golden mantle, like offerings to the
god, the animals flashing and screaming, fighting along the arms, upward to the sun."
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As at the bullfight and the Olympic games, there are judges, "pulling on their chins as wise men will." Into this scene comes a hometown boy made good, the professional bronc buster: Lemaitre (The
Master) to ride a mythical black bronc that is of the literary progeny
of Melville's Moby Dick, or of Faulkneis bear, "Old Ben." The
mythical character of the animal is carefully delineated.
No one knew where the horse came from. He had suddenly appeared on the mountain one day, full, enormous, black. All the people
and half the dogs from Coyote had climbed up to see him. The mangled, bloodied remains of an ancient high-backed Spanish saddle hung
downward around his belly, and a man, quickly killed, went toward
him with a rope.
On Spanish fiesta days, when the town was lighted with provoking
torches for the feast of San Antonio, the killer was sure to come off
the mountafu and tear through the streets, scattering the pilgrims and
sending the dark-robed people retreating back into the church. Caballo
de Muerto? Or He Alone Who Was Free? All the people and half the
dogs of Coyote wondered.
One notices in each' paragraph the curious and humorous allusion
to the dogs. This is not the age of Hawthorne, and unrelieved allegory
is hardly acceptable to the modem reader-case in point, Norman
·Mailers Barbary Shore. Eastlake's writing is a'controlled mixture of
realistic detail (to the point of being specific about the exact number
of shells a Winchester .3Q..30 will hold), and of allegorical symbol
(the "marvelous," as Hawthorne would have called it) -the whole
conditioned by a humorous treatment that makes it all. credible and
thus acceptable.
This mythical beast is the animal that Lemaitre is to ride. The ride'
is to be a sacrificial battle which is likened to the crucifixion of Christ.
The judge pauses, knowing that the challenge to the professional cow- '.
boy is too severe-one rodeo manager has already refused to buy the
horse, saying, "Hell, that's not a horse, it's an electric chair." The
judge says, 'Like as not they'll try us for murder, and yet it was they'
-he indicated the mob-'aSKed for it. Demanded it''' Another judge
offers to cancel the event. Lemaitre refuses. The people are waiting for
an emotional reaction-a release-from the event. It is up to Lemaitre
whether the release will be through the comic or the tragic. But even
more important is the horse. Lemaitre decides, "Maybe we got to do
U
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what we're expected to do. The horse is ready, expecting me. The
people are expecting me.... Particularly the horse. To keep the horse
waiting- ... it wouldn't be polite."
~ Lemaitre rides the horse-with one hand. As the horse breaks out of
the cl1ute, the barricade on which Little Sant is standing collapses,
and Lemaitre clutches him with one hand, holding him like one of
the greased pigs, like the mantle of Montezuma's men. "Together
they shot straight upward into the nearing sun...." The ride was
"fixed in Sant's mind as a dream~ unclouding till ever. Not till another
country, even, or another land, ever. Not even in the big death of
Little Santo Never."
As Lemaitre takes Little Sant home to the Circle Heart in Lemaitre's Imperial, they study the concept of "not freedom" and release
the black bronc that Lemaitre has mastered and won. When Little
Sant arrives home, Millicent Bowman, his mother, asks him where
he's been. " 'Up there,' Sant said, pointing to the tough sun, the clean
distant sky."
Though Millie Bowman studies and practices various religions, she
is, ironically, unable to recognize Little Sant's religious experience. He
has been in direct contact with divine principles, both by revelation
through experience and action, and also by contemplation of "not
freedom." Millie passes through stages of Zen, Zoroastrianism, I AM,
and various other religions in order to make her own life bearable. For
her, religiqn is the opium, or the aspirin, that allows her to forget the
tragedy of~life. Not so her husband, Big Sant Bowman. He faces the
life he has led. He had returned from the battle at the Circle R with
a livid scar on his face from the burns he received when he tried to
rescue from the burning house the man he had shot. The scar is the
guilt that man bears from his own actions, the brand of humanity. It
is the. birthmark of Hawthorne, or the veil in his "The Minister's
Black Veil."
.
~ Benjamin is the son of the man Sant killed, the man who
was firing from the house. He was hiding under the bed during the
battle. When the house burned, he vanished out the back door, was
picked up by Indians, lived in an orphanage in Albuquerque, and finally found his way back to the Circle Heart country. The Bowmans
take him as their own. The Indians accept him as another white boythough black-and Big Sant Bowman watches him carefully in his .
attempts to discover his heritage. Little Sant now has someone "to be
a cowboy with." They travel together, Little Sant of the ·Circle Heart,
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and Alastair of the Circle R. Like the conflict between the heart and
the intellect in Hawthorne's novels and short stories (Could· R stand
for reason?), the two boys seem to represent the poles of emotion and
intellect. Little Sant's question to the rodeo riders is always "Is it
fun?" and he :is constantly concerned about Iiving-experiencing. Alastair, the intellectual, is fascinated with the books with the burned
edges that Big Sant rescued from the burning house,and one of his
main efforts is vocabulary development. Alastair uses the word "presume" so often that lLittIe Sant and even the Indians begin using it.
This usage is as forceful and as significant as the scrivener Bartleby's
"I prefer not to," in Melville's famous story. It is not untillateJn the
novel, after Alastair has found out the truth about his father's death
and decides to understand and forgive Big Sant,that he cim quit presuming long enough to "feel" It is not until then that he is ready to
seek his education. Discussing it with Mr. Sanders, the missionary who
has been "converted" by the Indians, Little Sailt makes the important
distinction.
"Alastair feels so," Sant said.
'Well, if he feels it, doesn't presume it, I guess he will make it
now."
"I believe he will," Sant said. "I think maybe we can all make it
now."

Sant leaves home to find Lemaitre and to become a member of the
bronc people. Alastair goes to a university in another area, and finds
that he still has a lesson to learn-there is a war going on, a racial war
of which he had been unaware in the comer of New Mexico. He
journeys toward home, defeated, until he meets with Mr. Sanders
and "Blue-eyed" Billy Peersall, the spokesman for the Western spirit.
At the age of one-hundred-and-one, be looks on what Robinson Jeffers
calls the "thickening center" of corruption-that is, civilization-and
says:
We fought the wrong people. We should have joi*ed the Indians,
fought the whites, the Easterners. That's why we come here, mountain
men, the plainsmen, to escape all that. And then we joined them to
fight the people who were the same, who wanted to live like us-the
Indians. I don't know why we did it except we were confused by the
color of their skins, the Easterners' skins, their language. Because they
were the same color, spoke the same language, we must have been con-
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fused into thinking, into forgetting we had come out here to escape
them.

This theme-the destruction by civilization of nature and a way of
life that was in harmony with nature-is a theme that runs through
much of Southwestern and Western literature. Mr. Peersall also re·
fleets the skepticism toward law and order in the civilized community
that is traditional with the Westerner. Note, for example, Eugene
Manlove Rhodes's treatment of the lawyer Octaviano Baca in Hit the
Line Hard, or Emerson Hough's character Dan Anderson, in Heart's
Desire, who laments, "The Law has come to Heart's Desire. May God
forgive mel Why could we not have stayed content?" Or one mightrecall that Horace Greeley named the wolf "the prairie lawyer" because it fed on the weak and unfortunate.
.
But it is not just the Western philosophy that Mr. Peersall espouses. It is deeper than that, and more consistent with the main
stream of American literature and thought. Mr. Peersall often sounds
like a Western Thoreau. He is a naturalist with a love for, as well as a
curiosity about, nature. He is an individualist, and a proponent of
moral courage. And in civilization, he sees the loss of freedom for the
individual. His action during the Tularosa school dispute is Thoreau·
inspired, though active instead of passive. In "Civil Disob~dience,"
Thoreau says, "Even voting for the right is doing nothing for it. It is
only expressing to men feebly your desire that it should prevail." Mr.
Peersall seems to have such an attitude when he questions Alastair.
"All right, supposing you were born free, as some of us were, as some
people must be still being born free, what land is there to go to now?
What are you going to do now?"
.
"Vote," Alastair sald.
"Yes, that's about it," the old man said. "We lost the wrong war."

Alastair never gets home to the Bowmans. He finds Mr. Peersall
dying, and learns his most important lesson-the lesson on moral cour·
age and the responsibility of the individual. Alastair understands and
comes· to terms with it.
"You mean I've got to do it alone?"
"Yes."
"But the missionary used to say no man is an island."
"Well, he is."
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''You think he just got that from another preacher?"
''Yes.''

That "no man is an island" is perhaps true, but in another sense we
are all alone. Eastlake, the unmodem-or perhaps the more modemaccepts that condition. The modem tendency has been to merge with
the herd, to conform to the "other-directed" society, to be forgotten
in the mass. American writers, from the twenties on, have elaborated
on that tragic aspect of man's nature-his physical and spiritual (or
psychological) isolation from his fellow man. Eastlake's answer is a
return to certain important aspects of frontier individualism. Big Sant
and Mr. Peersall do not bemoan their nature; they accept their isolation, their individuality, and gain fr()m it both the pride and the- humility necessary to face life. Midway through the novel, Alastair stood
on a mountain above low-hanging clouds and saw parts of New Mexico sticking through. "Each mesa was an island above the earth and
each large island was very sufficient unto itself." But Alastair could
not have learned then; he had not yet learned to feel. Now that Alastair can "go it alone," Billy Peersall joins forces with him, but dies as
they start out to do battle. Alastair buries him, takes Peersall as his
middle name, and returns to the conflict. He has learned, as Eastlake
warns the reader, that "As long as there are cowboys there will be
alive the legend and the dream, the frontier, the hardihood and the
hardness, the independence and the myth, the iron line to fall back
on. And as long as there are cows there will be cowboys. So the secret,
and the miracle, of America lies in the bull. Save the bull and save the
country. Nurture the legend. Remember Big and Little and Millie
Sant, the keepers. of the bulls. Remember our triumphs and our tragedies and remember our humor, the coin that makes both bearable."
In Eastlake's novels, the triumphs are the- momentary, and often
illusory, achievements of man; the tragedy is in the land, -and in nature-the continuum. Perhaps no other writer has used the New Mexico landscape so artistically and meaningfully to point up the timelessness of the earth on which man lives.
PortIait of an Artist with Twenty-six~01:§~ has generally the same
theme as The Bronc People, but with a different emphasis. It is the
story of two people "coming home"; that is, learning enough about
themselves to be able to accept life. The first chapter concerns the
homecoming of Twenty-six Horses, really "The Son of the Man with
Twenty-six Horses," but the novel then concentrates on the story of
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Ring Bowman, who lies sinking in quicksand and whose hands busily
paddle trying to keep his body from sinking while his mind goes out
to the past, both to keep his spirit from sinking and to try to u:pderstand the meaning of his life. What he and his trader father, George
Bowman, both discover in this longest day of the year is what Hawthorne would have called the truth of the human heart. Or as George
Bowman says as he searches for Ring, "Yes. Everyone wants to help,
but the only way back is home, and they ran. We·spend our .lives fleeing as fast from everything the human heaq wants, demands. Maybe
it's that. We are afraid, in deadly fear of, not each other, but ourselves,
and we blame fate, a black horse." And when Ring has been found,
his father interprets Twenty-six Horses' painting on the cliff that
Ring, himself, has also finally understood. It is "a picture of everyone," the father said, "who is at the mercy of everybody...." Those
who fear themselves, of course, are the most merciless.
In this novel, too, one finds a symbolic treatment of the land and
the use of a mythical horse, the black horse of fate, Luto. Loosely
translated, Luto may mean "fate" or, more precisely, "grief' or "sorrow." He is the horse who comes to Ring, unbranded and ownerless,
and who needs no training. He carries Tomas Tomas, the Navajo
medicine man, to his funeral, and finally tricks Ring into the quicksand. Luto stands watching Ring sink until a stronger medicine, a
snake, strikes the horse. Ring crawls out of the quicksand on the horse,
but the horse goes down. Ring, telling his father and Twenty-six
Horses about it, says that Luto is dead.
"No," Twenty-six Horses announced. "Luto's not dead."
"1 saw Luto die."
"No, you saw Luto sink in the sand, that's all. Luto wIll be back,
you'll see."

No one can find the snake, but it was a rattler, one of Twenty-six
Horses' guardian spirits, that turned Twenty-six Horses and George
Bowman from their search up the mountain back to the arroyo. It is
a strange contrast to the "magic" that Ring and Twenty-six Horses had
manufactured in Chapter Two. They had used blanks and catsup to
fool the old medicine man into believing that Ring could kill an Indian and bring him back to life.
Again in this novel, Eastlake uses the New Mexico landscape, not
only for setting and for the beauty of the color, but to show its timelessness and to set the mood of the action. The novel opens at dawn,
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with all the colors of New Mexico coming alive, set against the lively
deer and the deathly buzzard.
'
With eyes wet and huge the deer watchec;l; the young man watched
back. The youth was crouching over a spring as though talking to the
ground, the water pluming up bright through his turquoise-ringed
hand, then eddying black in the bottomless whorl it had sculptured
neat and sharp in the orange rock. The rock retreated to a blue then
again to an almost chrome yellow at the foot of the deer. The deer
was coy, hesitant and greasewood-eamouflaged excepting the eyes that
watched, limpid and wild. . . . The deer wheeled and fled noiselessly
in the soft looping light, and now all around, above and far beyond
where the youth crouched at the spring, the earth was on fire in solstice with calm beauty from a long beginning day; the sky was on fire
{ too and the spring water tossing down the arroyo was ablaze. The long
Sangre de Cristo range to the east had not fully caught; soon it would
catch, not long after, in maybe half an hour, the world would be all
alight. . . . Here, directly here above this sea of sage and straight up in
the hard blue New Mexican sky, a huge buzzard hurtled and wheeled
toward the planet earth-monstrous and swift.

As has been suggested, there is a continuation of New Mexico as a

symbol of time in the Romantic tradition; that element which, Kant
maintained, had been invented by man and was partially responsible
for man's distortion of reality.
There was a brooding silence at the mouth of the prehistoric cave
on the Portales Mesa, a slow ballooning of hushed time on the Portales, because at this point, now, here, a stasis had arrived on the mesa
so that this day, hour, this second did not flow but remained fixed
without a continuum in any time or even place....

Or, in the final triumphant chapter, the description of New Mexico
establishes the mood; as Ring, George Bowman, and Twenty-six Horses ride out of the dark arroyo, they "gained the wide and endless undulating country gilded in light, all of them in the big sunset" The
description concludes: 'They flew lightly and all together up a gaudythrown profusion of raging color and the sharp high scent of Indian
Country until they topped out on the end of a day, on a New Mexican sky infinity of burnished and 'dying gold."
Portrait of an Artist With Twenty-six Horses is marred by more
technical difficulties than either of the earlier novels. It appears to be
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Ring Bowman, who lies sinking in quicksand and whose hands busily
paddle, trying to keep his body from sinking while his mind goes out
to the past, both to keep his spirit from sinking and to try to understand the meaning of his life. What he and his trader father, George
Bowman, b'oth discover in this longest day of the year is what Hawthorne would have called the truth of the human heart. Or as George
Bowman says as he searches for Ring, "Yes. Everyone wants to help,
but the only way back is home, and they ran. We spend our lives flee"ing as fast from everything the human heart wants., demands. Maybe
it's that. We are afraid, in deadly fear of, not each other, but ourselves,
and we blame fate, a black horse." And when Ring has been found,
his father interprets Twenty-six Horses' painting on the cliff that
Ring, himself, has also finally understood. It is "a picture ')f everyl ~prie;" the father said, "who is at the mercy of everybody...." Those
"~h(j fear themselves, of course, are the most merciless.
.
In this novel, too, one finds a symbolic treatment of the land and
the use of a mythical horse, the black horse of fate, Luto. Loosely
translated, Luto may mean "fate" or, more precisely, "grief' or "sorrow." He is the horse who comes to Ring, unbranded and ownerless,
and who needs no training. He carries Tomas Tomas, the Navajo
medicine man, to his funeral, and finally tricks Ring into the quicksand. Luto stands watching Ring sink until a stronger medicine, a
snake, strikes the horse. Ring crawls out of the quicksand on the horse,
but the horse goes down. Ring, telling his father and Twenty-six
Horses about it, says that Luto is dead.

!;

.

"No,""Twenty-six H~rses announced. "Luto's not dead."
"I saw Luto dIe."
"No, you saw Luto sink in the sand, that's all. Luto will be back,
you'll see."

No one can find the snake, but it was a rattIer, one of Twenty-six
Horses' guardian spirits, that turned Twenty-six Horses and George
Bowman from their search up the mountain back to the arroyo. It is
a strange contrast to the "magic" that Ring ~nd Twenty-six Horses had
manufactured in Chapter Two. They had used blanks and catsup to
fool th~ old medicine man into believing that Ring could kill an Indian and bring him back to life.
Again in this novel, Eastlake uses the New ¥exi~o landscape, not
only for setting and for the beauty of the color, but·to show its time-·
lessness and to set the mood of the action. The novel opens aydawn,
;
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with all the colors of New Mexico coming alive, set against the lively
deer and the deathly buzzard.
With eyes wet and huge the deer watched; the young man watched
back. The youth was crouching over a spring as though talking to the
ground, the water pluming up bright through his turquoise-ringed
hand, then eddying black in the bottomless whorl it had sculptured
neat and sharp in the orange .rock. The rock retreated to a blue then
again to an almost chrome yellow at the foot of the deer. 'The deer
was coy, hesitant and greasewood-camouHaged excepting the eyes that
watched, limpid and wild. . . . The deer wheeled and fled noiselessly
in the soft looping light, and no~ all around, above and far beyond
where the youth crouched at the spring, the earth was on fire in solstice with calm beauty from a long beginning day; the sky was on fire
too and the spring water tossing down the arroyo was ablaze. The long
Sangre de Cristo range to the east had not fully caught; soon it would
catch, not long after, in maybe half an hour, the world would be all
alight. . .. Here, directly here above this sea of sage and straight up in
the hard blue New Mexican sky, a huge buzzard hurtled and wheeled
toward the planet earth-monstrous and swift.

As has been suggested, there is a continuation of New Mexico as a
symbol of time in the Romantic tradition; that element which, Kant
maintained, had been invented by man and was partially responsible
for man's distortion of reality.
There was a brooding silence at the mouth of the prehistoric cave
on the Portales Mesa, a slow ballooning of hushed time on the Portales, because at this point, now, here, a stasis bad' arrived on the mesa
so that this day, bour, this second did not flow but remained fixed
without a continuum in any time or even place.....

.IOr, in the final triumphant chapter, the description of New Mexico
establishes the mood; as Ring, George Bowman, and Twenty-six Horses ride"out of the dark arroyo, they "gained the wide and endless un- \
dulatin$ country gilded' in light, aU of them in the big sunset." The
description concludes: "They Hew lightly and all together up a gaudythrown profusion of raging color and the sharp high scent of Indian
Counby until they topped out on the end of a day, on a New Mexican sky infinity of burnished and dying gold."
. Portrait of an Artist With Twenty-six Horses is marred by more
technical difficulties than either of the earlier novels. It appears to be
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a loosely constructed collection of episodes, some previously published
as short stories, held together by an incident that, in itself, mig~t
make another fine short story but that does not provide a satisfactory
structure for ·a novel despite Eastlake's ability to provide transitional
materials. to blend the stories together. The situation of the sinking
man reflecting on his life is obviously rather trite, but, strangely
enough, the treatment is not. Nor, on closer examination, does the
structure seem so loose. The novel does center around the meaning of
the portrait by the young Indian artist named Twenty-six Horses.
On his return home, in the first chapter, Twenty-six Horses had'
heard the "human" cry of Ring trapped in the quicksand, but he was
unable to interpret it. Until the end of the novel, Ring dominates the
book (except in the episode of "The Prince," the jazz-trumpet player
whose music and,self-sacrifice had influenced Twenty-six Horses). But
by the end of the novel, Twenty-six Horses has changed from Ring's
straight man in a vaudeville act to Ring's savior in a near tragedy. It
is the Indian's painting that gives meaning. It is the Indian tradition
of basic or primitive meaning that saves Ring. As Twenty-six Horses
tells him,
"You're not the center of the world."
"I suppose the Indians are."
"'That's nice of you, Ringo. I've always supposed they were too."
One is aware despite, or perhaps even because of, some of this
novel's deficiencies that, as Herbert Gold has said, Eastlake is an "important writer." One can, for example, overlook the unevenness of
tone-say, from the comic-pathetic episode of the Jewish refugees who
seek revenge on a former Nazi to the unhappily slapstick characterization of a between-the-breasts gun-toting ,Texas schoolmarm and wife
of a timid atom-bomb worker-and recognize that Twenty-six Horses
contains some of the most brilliantly and humorously satirical passages of all the Eastlake novels. As Jonathan Swift's most successful
passages were those in which man',s. faults could be exaggerated
through the reflecting mirror of the Lilliputians, the Brobdingnagians,
and the Houyhnhnms, so too can the foibles of modem man be reflected through the mirror of the Indian.
In Go In Beauty, there is the wonderful speech of Paracelsus, who
tries to convince his fellow Navajos that the white man is not com. pletely inferior. In The Bronc People, there are My Prayer, and President Taft, and The Other Indian. But none of these can match, for
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example, the mother of Twenty-six Horses, who, when she feels that
she is losing her son, buys a restaurant in the village of Coyote and
hangs up signs like "REAL LIVE WHITE PEOPLE IN THEIR NATIVE cosTUMES DOING NATIVE WHITE DANCES" and "WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
REFUSE SERVICE TO EVERYBODY." She explains to her husband that she
is only trying to make money.
There is Rabbit Stockings, who, when George Bowman wants him
to go along to chase the gun-toting Texas women from the rocks, first
refuses, and then-

,

"You first, Kit Carson," the Indian said. "You know, Sansi," the
Indian said seriously and drawing a carefullungful of smoke, "I think
you been away from the white people too long. Living out here alone
1
among these Indians can do things to you."
"I only wanted to find out," the trader said, "whether they saw a
young man on a bl~ck horse. Me first."
"I'm with you," the Indian said, following, "I've lived out here a
long time myself."

I

The Indian is not the only mirror for satire. There is the vice-president of an oil company who confides his unhappiness with the system
to James. He concludes:
It was good to sound off. It wasn't often you got a chance. It wasn't
often you could find someone like an Indian. And it would nev~ get
around. No one of his friends would ever suspect for a moment that
he was sane.
( Or there is Ben Helpnell and his new Montgomery Ward pump.
The new pump was the latest thing, later even than the piston pump.
It worked on the theory that "it is easier to push water than it is to
pull it. It is a hermetically sealed, self-contained unit, and without any
fuss or bother or expensive plumbers or electricians, you just drop the
whole thing in the well." Ben had done that yesterday and since, he"
had been looking for it.
And there is the Texas twentieth-century woman whose husband
... was a shy, retiring man, embarrassed and self-consCious, a timid, "
small and self..etIacing man who seemed to have finally found his niche
assembling the trigger s~tion of the hydrogen bomb at the Sandia
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subassembly plant in Lubbock. As Doris Bellwether examined the long
empty stretches of the Indian Country from her position above the
wheel the pistol seemed to give her that little something that her
analyst had worked so hard to achieve.

"
But, as already suggested, although the Indian is not the only mirrOf, he is the most effective. And he is most effective because Eastlake
has broken from the realistic treatment of the Indian.. Eastlake's Indians are closer to Faulkner's Ikkemotubbe, Herman Basket and
Craw-ford than to Oliver La Farge's Laughing Boy and Red Man. In
other words, they are not realistic Indians, although they act and speak
more like Indians than the real ones. George Washington Cable, in
. describing his technique for reproducing "realistic" dialect, said that
he did 'not try to reproduce the exact sounds, but tried to suggest the
quality of the sounds from the most prominent features of the dialect.
It is the same technique of characterization that makes Eastlake's Indians so real. In 1942, Stanley Vestal published an article in Southwest Review in which he outlined the outstanding traits of the American Indian. Among these were the almost "Occidental" need for approval, physical hardiness, endurance, loquaciousness and fun-loving
affability, the desire for prestige rather than wealth, and the deepseated sense of honesty. Eastlake has studied his Indians well, and he
has taken some of these traits and added others, such as the Indian's
distrust of change and his harmonious relationship with nature, to
construct Indian characters that reflect the most ridiculous aspects of
the twentieth-century Anglo's frantic need for material progress with
its resulting destruction of the Anglo's own psychological balance.
The important point is, of course, that Eastlake has not been content
with describing the Indian as he is, but has used the Indian for an
artistic purpose.
.
In the New Mexico Quarterly of February 1935, Dudley Wynn
pointed out in "The Southwestern Regional Straddle" that "The
Regionalists of the Southwest-the writers, critics, artists, all who use
the Spanish and Indian cultures as material for their art or their criticism-can justly be charged with a futile romanticism which grows
more futile every day.... It is now time for interpretation. Southwestern Regionalism is not, I believe, assuming this task of interpretation."
With a few exceptions, Dr. Wynn's charge is a valid one. Emerson
Hough's Hearfs Desire, for example, is ,an interpretative novel, and
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some of Eugene Manlove Rhodes's works border on the interpretative.
But literary scholarship and criticism have passed them by. Of contemporary Soutliwestern writers, only two seem to have been able to
break from a description of the land, its people, and its traditions to
interpret them in the novel form in a manner that breaks from the
restrictions of regionalism. These two are Edward Abbey, in The
Brave Cowboy and-,fire on the Mountain, and William Eastlake in
all three of his n-uveTh. Of the two, William Eastlake is the more complex and the more interesting. There has been no other Southwestern
writer, certainly, who has used the Southwestern land, its people, its
traditions, and then added the symbolic undertones that lend the
depth of universal meaning; who has· created a new mythology out of
the old; and who has treated all this through a full use of tone that includes the comic, the tragic, and the satirical. It will be a serious loss
to American literature if Eastlake's novels are neglected because they
happen to be set in the country where there ar~ cqwbOys and Indians.
At a time when most novelists are busily being psYchoanalyzed during
the long periods between their sell-psychoanalyzing novels, there is a
need on the American literary scene for a novelist who is capable of
interpreting the old frontier and its values for the needs of the new.
' " An inshuctor of English specializing in .American and Southwestern
literature at the University of New Mexico, DELBERT E. WYLDER has
taught at State University of Iowa and Bradley University. He was also
a writer and editor of technical reports for Sandia Corporation in Albuquerque. During World War II, he was a fighter pilot in Italy. A predilection for hunting and camping and a fascination with the American
frontier, he may have inherited from a distinguished. ancestor, Daniel
Boone.
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